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RADWOOD BEACH VILLA NO. 2

Barbados

This beachfront home’s location on one of the nicest stretches of beach on the West Coast makes this one

of our must-see Barbados villa rentals. You’ll find it in the community of St-James, known as the

playground of the rich and famous with plenty of sun, fine dining and high-end shopping.

Savour the excellent sea views while sitting on one of the comfortable lounge chairs, if you get warm, cool

off in the private sunken pool. A dining table with seating for up to six is found on the covered terrace next

to the pool—a perfect spot for an alfresco meals while enjoying a tropical sunset. Beach chairs are also

provided if you’re looking to relax a little closer to the surf, which is accessed via a small pathway through

the villa’s tropical gardens.

Inside boasts a large, open-concept living area with high ceilings, tasteful furnishings and a flat screen TV.

Nearby is an intimate dining table with seating for six. Both the living and dining room open onto the

covered terrace and offer sea views. Prepare your home-cooked meals in the bright kitchen that comes

fully equipped with stainless steel appliances.

Up to six guests are welcome to stay overnight in the estate’s three spacious bedrooms—each feature their

en-suites and air conditioning. The king-sized master suite includes a private, ocean-facing terrace and

boasts areas for dining and lounging. The remaining two bedrooms offer a king-sized and queen-sized bed

respectively.

A two-minute walk north of the villa brings you to Fitts Village Beach—an ideal locale to enjoy powdery

sand, snorkeling and swimming. Meanwhile, Holetown is just five minutes away, here you’ll discover

upscale shopping and some of the island’s top restaurants. You’re also a quick 10-minute drive to the

nearest supermarket and movie theatre.
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $925 US /night 

Yes Name: ChestertonsTelephone: +1 (246) 432 4663

Make Enquiry

Bedrooms:  3

Bathrooms:  3

Listed:  4 Feb 2023
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